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• Web 2.0 “emergent social software platforms” (ESSPs), such as blogs, social Web 
sites and wikis, connect Internet users more effectively.   

• Using these “Enterprise 2.0” tools on company intranets enables keyword 
searching, linking, mutual authoring, content categorizing and electronic signaling.

• The benefits include “group editing, broadcast search, collective intelligence,” 
networking and “self-organization.”

• Enterprise 2.0 platforms can enhance “tie strength,” or interpersonal links.

• Ties among people can be “strong, weak, potential” or nonexistent. 

• Weak ties and even potential ties offer the best opportunities for building networks.

• Most of the major organizational objections to Enterprise 2.0 are misguided.

• To get employees to try ESSPs, make some uses mandatory. Also, set ESSP goals, 
take a long view, educate and evangelize. Measure progress, not return on investment.

• Urge workers to use ESSPs to coordinate their independent activities and projects.

• Control-oriented “Model 1” administration is out of date and ineffective. Egalitarian, 
collaborative “Model 2” management aligns better with Enterprise 2.0.
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  Relevance

What You Will Learn
In this Abstract, you will learn: 1) What “Enterprise 2.0” is, 2) What are the benefits of 
using “emergent social software platforms,” 3) What obstacles hinder their adoption and 
4) Whether to use “Model 1” or “Model 2” management tactics. 

Recommendation
Andrew McAfee, a research scientist at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
coined the term “Enterprise 2.0” to refer to the organizational use of wikis, blogs and 
social networks that are modeled after Web 2.0 sites, such as Facebook and Wikipedia. 
His thoughtful, insightful report details the remarkable innovations and benefits 
that Enterprise 2.0 enables. He explains how companies can exploit advanced Web 
technologies to become marketplace winners. Conversely, he warns that those who don’t 
adapt to new technologies will fall behind. getAbstract recommends his well-informed 
book to executives, strategic planners and information technology leaders. It offers 
practical, advanced tools for remaining competitive.

  Abstract

Intellipedia
The United States possibly could have averted the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks 
if its intelligence agencies had been able to “connect the dots,” that is, to coordinate 
their data. Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) director George Tenet said, “The system 
was blinking red,” meaning that numerous signals warned of a pending Al Qaeda 
attack in the months before it happened. Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) agents 
in Phoenix knew in July 2001 that Osama bin Laden was sending men to U.S. flight 
schools. Minneapolis FBI agents, who took Zacarias Moussaoui into custody in August 
2001, believed he was part of a plot involving the “destruction of aircraft.” Despite many 
such frightening leads from security agencies and other sources, the U.S. failed to stop 
the horrific attacks, due in part to the “lack of effective information sharing both within 
and across intelligence agencies.” 

The pre-2001 U.S. intelligence community had a robust intranet for those with the right 
security clearance, but it greatly improved its internal online tools in the wake of Al 
Qaeda’s assault. Now, the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks (popularly called 
the 9/11 Commission) is sharing data “horizontally across new networks that transcend 
individual agencies.” Since 2006, it has used Intellipedia, a Wikipedia-type Web 2.0 tool 
developed by Calvin Andrus, chief technology officer of the CIA Center for Mission 
Innovation, and CIA analyst Sean Dennehy. This platform, which links 16 intelligence 
agencies, is a constantly updated repository of leads and data. It enables these agencies 
to share up-to-date material and provides, finally, the capacity to connect the dots. As a 
result, Andrus says, “The nature of intelligence will change forever.” 

 “Emergent Social Software Platforms”
The blossoming of wikis, blogs, social networks and media-sharing Web sites is the 
most significant Internet development in recent years. These emergent social software 
platforms (ESSPs) embody what is commonly called Web 2.0. They provide user-

“It’s surprisingly 
diffi cult for people 
and organizations 
to move away 
from their current 
collaborative tools 
and habits and 
adopt new ones.”

“General managers 
are the single 
most important 
constituency for 
technology success 
or failure within 
an organization.”
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friendly interaction and communication over the Internet, enabling new applications 
within organizations, under the general heading “Enterprise 2.0” – the internal use of 
ESSPs to achieve corporate objectives. The acronym “SLATES” is a mnemonic for 
ESSPs’ primary features:

 • “Search” – People find what they want with keyword searches. 
 • “Links” – Users can tie relevant online resources together.
 • “Authoring” – Everyone can contribute knowledge and expertise. 
 • “Tagging” – Content is categorized in an accessible way. 
 • “Extensions” – Computers organize and provide information by automating 

categorization and “pattern matching.”
 • “Signals” – Users can ask for alerts that data they want has become available. 

“Tie Strength”
Enterprise 2.0 is a very effective mechanism for building internal organizational networks 
based on tie strength. For example, “strong ties” link colleagues and co-workers who 
might use the same wiki or “collaborative development tool,” such as Google Docs. 
Employees from different departments who know each other slightly share “weak ties.” 
They might follow each other’s progress by using social networking tools modeled on 
Facebook. People within an organization who have common concerns but don’t know 
each other have “potential ties.” They can still coalesce via ESSPs. For example, they 
might compile their individual knowledge in a pool of collective expertise. Then, of 
course, some people work for the same firm but have “no ties.”

Sociologist Mark Granovetter, author of the paper “The Strength of Weak Ties,” set 
out the idea that weak ties offer the most opportunities for building useful networks 
and that potential ties also carry real linkage possibilities. ESSPs offer pathways for 
strengthening weak ties and activating potential ties. Firms that use them can exploit 
these possibilities, including sharing knowledge and collaborating professionally.

Enterprise 2.0 Benefits 
ESSPs offer additional benefits, many of which are difficult to realize in other ways. 
They enable:

 • “Group editing” – Wikis let people work simultaneously on spreadsheets, Web sites 
and texts, helping them handle thorny collaboration issues like “version control.” 

 • “Authoring” – ESSP users can create Internet content that is easy to access, such as 
blogs, podcasts and online videos. Authoring enables individuals to share expertise, 
develop repositories of knowledge and even instantly correct posted material. 

 • “Broadcast search” – To search for specific information, publish your query in an 
online forum. For instance, scientists submit problems to a site called InnoCentive. 
People can earn money for submitting workable solutions.     

 • “Network formation and maintenance” – Internal social networks enable the quick 
formation of communities of colleagues who benefit from one another’s knowledge.

 • “Collective intelligence” – This type of ESSP draws on “the wisdom of crowds” by 
compiling various people’s knowledge into prediction markets (where “the securities 
being traded relate to a future event”). Their combined forecasts outperform experts 
who make predictions based on their individual work.  

 • “Self-organization” – This benefit is broadly applicable within companies. It enables 
the development of internal communities of employees who can compile helpful 
resources with little central direction. This often leads to remarkable innovation. 

“Technology 
producers and the 
industries that 
surround them are 
at least as good 
at talking about 
innovation as they 
are at actually 
innovating.”

“ESSPs are long 
hauls, requiring 
a great deal 
of attention, 
leadership and 
patience.”

“Leaders can’t 
simply assume 
that healthy 
communities will 
self-organize and 
act in a coherent 
and productive 
manner after Web 
2.0 tools 
are deployed.”

“Self-organization 
is not a concept 
that comes 
naturally to most 
enterprises.”
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Implementation Roadblocks 
Ironically, people within corporations who object to ESSPs generally have one of two 
fears in mind: They worry that their employees and customers will not use the ESSPs or 
that they will overuse them. In fact, most of the usual corporate objections to launching 
internal Enterprise 2.0 functions are specious. The common objections – and the reasons 
they lack validity – are:

 • “Inappropriate behavior and content” – Some people on the Internet engage 
in malicious, vile behavior enabled by the Web’s anonymity. However, hiding your 
identity is much harder on intranets, where managers usually can apprehend those who 
behave badly. Given that the penalty for fraud or even bad manners is probably job loss, 
poor online conduct is not likely to be much of a problem within an organization. 

 • “Inaccurate information” – Companies are reluctant to give employees free access 
to customer communities because someone might, even by accident, send misguided 
or incorrect data. As with most online groups, self-policing is the best antidote.

• “Embarrassing information” – Managers may be wary of having an open online 
community because people could post negative opinions. Yet customers who read 
scathing comments online naturally assume that the company is confident and has 
nothing to hide, since it is displaying the criticism. Critical comments also may 
diagnose weak points, reveal problems managers can fix and lend credence to 
positive feedback.  

 • “Noncompliance” – Some administrators worry that internal posts on their firm’s 
social network site could fail to comply with current policies, laws or regulations. 
Thus, ESSPs could present some risk. Yet chief information officer J.P. Rangaswami 
of DrKW, a European investment bank, says that his firm’s blogs and wikis “are 
our best defense against financial industry regulators [who] don’t typically come 
after you for isolated incidents or honest mistakes – they come after you for long-
term patterns of misbehavior…And because our blogs and wikis are open to almost 
everyone, that means that everyone can be on the lookout for these patterns.”

 • “Theft” – Another concern about open ESSPs is the threat that someone could steal 
valuable data. But how does that danger weigh against the benefits? The office of the 
U.S. director of national intelligence clearly believes that the benefits of Intellipedia, 
the intelligence community’s data-sharing wiki, outnumber the risks. 

 • Slow implementation – The concern that instituting the use of ESSPs may take time is 
valid, but not crucial in the long run. People change habits slowly and cling to familiar 
methods. However, companies have serious leverage over employee-related “norms, 
incentives, objectives [and] policies.” While they should push whatever buttons they 
can to promote ESSP adoption, they must take a long-range view of workers’ ESSP use. 
Younger workers, already at home with Web 2.0 applications, will lead the way. 

Successful Implementation 
Managers participating in the new “digital environment” must take some common-
sense steps. For example, to promote communication via a wiki, require that all the 
people collaborating on a project use the wiki for updates instead of using e-mail. Help 
Enterprise 2.0 users become internal ESSP evangelists. Other useful implementation 
strategies include:

 • “Determine desired results, then deploy appropriate ESSPs” – Not all ESSPs  
are alike. Many offer specialized capabilities. First, delineate what you want to 
accomplish with ESSPs. Is your goal to generate networks, share expertise, build 

“Ant colonies are 
similar to the Web 
in that they appear 
highly structured 
even though no 
central authority 
is in charge.”

“The belief that 
technologies 
supporting 
collaborative work 
should impose 
work structures 
appears…to 
be an almost 
unquestioned 
assumption.”
 

“Facebook 
and similar 
technologies, when 
deployed within an 
organization, blur 
the border between 
an individual’s 
personal and 
professional lives.”

“Large, diverse 
crowds of 
independent-
thinking people are 
better at predicting 
the future or 
solving a problem 
than the brightest 
experts among 
them.”
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communities, foster collaboration or combine these possibilities? Once you identify 
your objectives, determine which ESSPs will be most useful in achieving them.

 • “Prepare for the long haul” – Enterprise 2.0 tools require behavioral adjustment. 
Do not expect your employees to adopt an ESSP overnight, despite its benefits. Be 
patient. Full adoption by all employees may take years, not months. 

 • “Communicate, educate and evangelize” – Inform your employees about ESSPs’ 
capabilities and educate them about ways to use these tools effectively. Urge senior 
executives to champion ESSP use. 

 • “Move ESSPs into the flow” – People will not spend time adapting to Enterprise 2.0 
unless it directly supports their work. Fully integrate your ESSPs into your production 
flow. Boost usage by instructing employees to use ESSPs – and not other mechanisms 
– for certain work. For example, they should use wikis for collaborative projects.

 • “Measure progress, not ROI” – Information technology involves long, complex 
“cause-and-effect chains.” Thus, establishing its return on investment for a discrete 
period can be difficult. Instead, monitor progress by counting blog  postings and 

“wiki edits, editors and new pages.” 
 • “Show that Enterprise 2.0 is valued” – Let employees know their supervisors and 

bosses are pleased when they use ESSPs for work. Provide recognition and other 
incentives to productive users. Promote ESSPs by posting encouraging comments on 
employees’ blogs, referring to new wiki content during meetings, and so on. 

“Model 1 Versus Model 2 Behavior”
Research by Chris Argyris, a Harvard professor emeritus, indicates that even when 
organizations want to change for the better, managers may erect traps that impede 
overall progress. The most aggravating factor is that those who build such traps often 
have – at least, ostensibly – noble motives, such as defining goals. Yet they often 
end up manipulating a project’s “governing variables” and blocking its development. 
Those who create such traps are practicing, in Argyris’ term, “Model 1” behavior, that 
is, using a very controlling management style that limits changeability and creates a 
counterproductive environment. Model 1 administration is a “self-sealing process” that 
shuts down “openness, transparency and trust.” 

Instead, contemporary organizations should base their strategies on evenhanded, 
collaborative and open “Model 2” behavior, motivated by “productive reasoning,” 
not “defensive reasoning.” Model 2 administrators consider many points of view and 
possibilities, and are not authoritarian. Their enlightened governance style fully aligns 
with Enterprise 2.0, whose wikis, social networks and blogs are “inherently multivoiced 
and egalitarian.” Enterprise 2.0 eliminates the power of hierarchy and enables equal 
contributions from everyone in an organization. This engenders creativity, new ideas 
and commercial advantages. 

Companies benefit competitively from being open to the changes enabled by Enterprise 
2.0. Those trapped in Model 1 management and old technological habits risk falling 
behind. To remain competitive and current, organizations should embrace Model 2’s 
openness and make Enterprise 2.0 tools widely available to their employees.

  About the Author
Andrew McAfee is a principal research scientist at the Center for Digital Business at 
MIT and a fellow at Harvard’s Berkman Center for Internet and Society. 

 

“As with group 
editing, the 
chances of 
serendipity with 
broadcast search 
increase as more 
and more people 
are brought into 
the community and 
invited to examine 
the problem 
and contribute 
solutions.”

“Clarity about 
goals brings clarity 
about means 
– the tools that 
an organization 
will acquire and 
deploy, and the 
steps it will take to 
ensure broad and 
deep adoption.”

“Unless you own 
a diamond mine, 
oil well or patent 
on the wheel, you 
cannot afford to be 
complacent or to 
let your business 
model become 
stale.”


